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1. The reasons of the crisis

Lack of control on liquidity issues

Extremely high leverage ratios in the

banking industry

A lack in corporate governance 

rules: 

Short-term goals rather than long-

term sustainable growth. 

Basel 3 fills this gap

Basel 3 partially fills

this gap

No real efforts over 

this issue
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2. The advantage of an IPS vs a DGS

The reform of DGS Directive shall increase the costs for 

bankers by means of high ex ante funds 

Ex-ante funds:

 are a burden for bankers

 have a negative impact on banks’ liquidity, similar to a change in 

the monetary policy

 involve an increase in the funding costs of banks

 reduce loans to customers

The question is: how will bankers react to high ex ante funds on
DGS?
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2. The advantage of an IPS vs a DGS

How ?

How will bankers react to high ex ante funds on DGS?

With the purpose of maintaining the return on equity for 
their shareholders, bankers might react by:
Increasing interest rates on loans
Reducing the volumes of loans 

 simply reducing deposits so as to pay less ex 
ante contributions to the DGS

Or

By offering new kind of deposits to their customers  

The risk of elusion on DGS
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2. The advantage of an IPS vs a DGS

Bankers will offer new deposits that automatically 

convert the excess of money (e.g. over € 25 K) in the 

current account onto another financial product (e.g., 

bonds, unit linked, etc).

 Therefore, bankers will pay lower contributions 
to the DGS.

 ... Thus reducing customers’ protection

The risk of elusion on DGS
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Risk of a DGS Elusion

The Banker may decide to engage in a DGS elusion by 
converting deposits into other financial instruments or bonds 
to avoid the DGS-related ex-ante funds’ burden

Balance Sheet
Deposits from customers < €100.000 

Deposits from customers > €100.000

Bonds

Other financial instruments

DGS SCOPE

1. Banker reduces ex ante funds due to DGS
2. Liquidity is drained off from interbank market
3. Euribor rate raises up leading to an increase in lending 

prices to SMEs

DECREASE

Deposits from customers up to € 25.000

CONVERSION

Bonds = € 75.000

SYSTEMIC RISK

Consumers’ protection 
is eluded away!
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DGS insures deposits, IPS insures all

The Banker may choose between 2 extremely different ways 
of protecting customers:

Balance Sheet
Deposits from customers < €100.000 

Deposits from customers > €100.000

Bonds

Other financial instruments

Balance Sheet
Deposits from customers < €100.000 

Deposits from customers > €100.000

Bonds

Other financial instruments

DGS SCOPE IPS SCOPE

The benefit of an IPS is to preservepreserve and extendextend consumers’ protection due 
to a full and stable coverage of a bank’s debt-related liabilities

PARTIAL PROTECTION

VS

FULL PROTECTION
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LONG TERM SUSTAINABILITY

More sound and 
competitive banking 
system without usage of
public funds. 

3. Benefits of the IPS
■ The IPS achieves 3 fundamental objectives:

MORE 
FINANCIAL STABILITY

FULL CUSTOMER 
PROTECTION

• Depositors are protected 

over € 100 K

• Bondholders are 

protected

• Owners of other financial 

products issued by banks 

are protected 

• Strong and prompt control of 
financial data 

• Strong and prompt control of 
liquidity

• Strong and prompt control of 
Corporate Governance 
behaviors

• Enforcement powers granted 
by Statutes

• Pre-emptive actions on early 
signals of a crisis

• Strong improvement of 
governance rules via 
changes in BCCs statutes
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How to improve the DGS Directive exploiting the 
potential of an IPS

 Calculation of both ex-ante and ex-post contributions on covered deposits (€ 100.000) and not on 
“eligible” deposits  (art. 2)

 Reduction of the ex-ante contribution due to DGS from member banks (the so called Target Level) from 
1.5% to 1.0% of covered deposits (art. 2)

 A 100% discount on contributions due by those banks participating in both schemes, Deposit 
Guarantee and Institutional Protection Schemes, as the latter are defined in Article 80(8) of Directive 
2006/48/EC (art. 11, par. 1)

 Enhancement of DGS’ early intervention function, allowing for more flexibility in using ex-ante funds 
for preventing bank failures (art. 9) 

 Attribution of more responsibilities and powers to the National Competent Authorities in 
determining the measures to be adopted for early interventions and successive re-financing of DGS 
(art. 9)

 Maintenance of the maximum limit of 20 working days for the payout to depositors (in the event of 
bank bankruptcy). Such a provision (to be introduced by December 31, 2010 in each Member State) 
would require an adequate observation period (art. 7)

 Definition of the risk-based model for determining bank contributions by the National Competent 
Authorities of each Member State, thus leaving the determination of the sole general principles to the 
EC (art. 11, par. 2). 
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4. The Italian IPS  

3. Strong control on 
corporate governance:

A. New BCCs Statute

B.Yearly check-up on 
corporate governance 
mechanisms

C.Enforcement powers held 
by IPS  to correct bad 
behaviors on corporate 
governance

No real efforts over this issue 
although recent initiatives by the 
EU Commission together with 

the Basel Commettee

3. A lack in corporate 
governance rules:

Short-term goals rather 
than long-term 

sustainable growth

2. Basel II compliant scheme on 
risk management system 
(IRB). Strong control on data

Basel 3 partially fills this gap

2. Extremely high leverage ratios 
in the banking industry

1. Basel III compliant on 
liquidity monitoring 
system

Basel 3 fills this gap1. Lack of control on liquidity 
issues

THE ITALIAN IPS FEATURESREGULATORY REMEDYTHE KEY ECONOMIC DYNAMICS 
BEHIND THE CRISIS
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FGI

Corporate 
Governance Data

Based on 3 pillars

Assessment
of the risk of

member
banks

Monitoring and
management 

of
liquidity crisis

Monitoring
of

Corporate 
Governance 

Liquidity

A strong prevention model

4. The Italian IPS  

III II I
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GOVERNANCE 
Pillar 

Its purpose are to strengthen the Corporate 
Governance of BCCs by monitoring the following
aspects:

 Agency problems
 Third parties in pontential conflict of interest
 Moral Hazard
 Auditing system

Monitoring such aspects is achieved by:

 Modifying the Statutes of the BCCs;
 Modifying the Statutes of the IPS;
 Activating the Assessment Process on the 

corporate governance (annually)
 Standardising auditing processes. 

Monitoring of
the

critical aspects
related to the

Corporate 
Governance

Governance Pillar

4. The Italian IPS
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Data 
Pillar

Assessment
of the risk of

member
banks

 Internal rating model for estimating member 

banks’ riskiness.

Member banks are distributed into 7 risk 

classes, on a yearly basis.

 Every 3 months banks are strictly 

monitored through a day-by-day risk control 

system

Data Pillar

4. The Italian IPS  
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Monitoring

1) All BCCs on a monthly basis. Large BCCs on a 
weekly basis. BCCs in crisis on a daily basis. 

2) Under “normal” market conditions and “stress”
conditions.

3) All alerts lead to an action by the IPS 

Monitoring and

management of

liquidity crisis

Liquidity
Pillar

’

Liquidity Pillar

4. The Italian IPS
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Pillar I - Scheme of the Notching Tool

Check-List

GOVERNANCE

(Pillar III)

BCC’s CRISIS PREVENTION TIME

Start-Up Insolvency

t

FINANCIAL RATIOS

(Pillar I)
PROMPT-REACTION 

RATIOS

(Pillar I) LIQUIDITY

(Pillar II)

Activation of Internal 
Self-Assessment 

Processes

• Loans/Deposits
• RWA/Non-Weighted Assets
• Risks/Regulatory Capital
• NPLs/Regulatory Capital
• ….  

Equilibrium-Seeking 
(across fiscal years)

Monitoring of Liquidity 
Shocks and Prompt 

Correction

Early-Warning Signaling  
and Prompt Reaction to 

Pre-Crisis

• Δ Bad Loans 
• Δ Problem Loans

•
• Liquidity Coverage Ratio

(LCR)
• Net Stable Funding Ratio 

(NSF)
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Pillar I – The Notching Process (in the 
event of downgrade)

COMMUNICATION OF 
FINANCIAL RATIOS 
TO MEMBER BANKS 

(Pillar I)

T 0 T 1 T 2 T 3 T 4

TIMING  FOR 
IMPROVEMENTS AT 

MEMBER BANKS 

ACTIVATION OF 
MEMBER 

BANKS’MONITORING 
BASED ON FINANCIAL 

RATIOS (Pillar I)

EXERCISE OF FGI’S 
ENFORCEMENT 

POWERS

IN THE EVENT OF NO 
IMPROVEMENT

DOWNGRADE
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Pillar I – Financial Ratios

Which 
indicators to 
choose?

It may depend 
on the current 
stage of the 
business 
cycle

SELECTION OF 
APPROPRIATE RATIOS

Every year the 
mean for each 
indicator will 
“inevitably”
change

DECISION ON 
THRESHOLDS

1 month: 
liquidity shocks

12 months: 
financial ratios

18 months: 
corporate 
governance 
mechanisms 

TIMING  FOR 
IMPROVEMENTS 

Threshold
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Monitoring activity

Indicators Timing
Loans to

customers/Deposits 
from Customers and 

Debt Securities in Issue

Semiannual

Large
exposures/Supervisory

Capital
Semiannual

Inpaired
loans/Supervisory

capital
Semiannual

D(SVRBy – SVRBq) Semiannual

Indicators Timing
judgement on Board
of Directors’ activity

Annual

judgement on Board
of Auditors’ activity

Annual

judgement on 
management ‘s 

activity

Annual

judgement on 
Internal auditing 

Annual

Indicators Timing

Liquidity Coverage
Ratio (LCR)

weekly/ 
monthly

NSFR Monthly

Leverage ratio Quarterly

Maximum risk Daily

The IPS works out the above information in order to assign a synthetic judgment to member banks as 
follows:

 ● : member bank operating under normal conditions
 ● : member bank on alert
 ● : member bank in crisis

IPS
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Cases of intervention

Compulsory 
liquidationResolution

Recovery plan

Temporary liquidity 
difficulties or in the 

event of 
adjustments to 

previous recovery 
plan

Support

Recovery planSpecific thresholds 
on ratios Prevention Funds readily 

available

Additional 
commitments

Weekly, 

Monthly and 

Yearly

Recovery planCritical thresholds 
on ratiosNotifications

RESOURCESFOLLOW – UPTOOLS 
ACTIVATEDTRIGGER EVENTTYPES OF 

INTERVENTION
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Enforcement Powers

■ Sending of a Letter to the Member Bank - (Art. 19, Statute; Art. 16, 
Regulations)

■Collection of Additional Data from the Member Bank - (Art. 7, 
Statute)

■ Convocation (at IPS’s premises) of the: i) board of directors; ii) board of auditors; iii) 
CEO of the Member Bank - (Art. 5, Regulations)

■ Intervention of IPS during the meetings of the Member Bank’s board of directors  – (Art. 
9, Statute; Art. 17, Regulations; Art. 25, BCC Statute)

■ Intervention of IPS during the Member Bank’ shareholders’ meetings – (Art. 9, Statute; 
Art. 17, Regulations; Art. 37, BCC Statute)

■ Formal request to the Member Bank’s board of directors to prepare a recovery plan –
(Art. 19, Statute; Art. 17, Regulations)

■ Request for ordinary audit on Member Bank’s finance, credit and money-laundering 
issues performed (on a periodic basis) by Local Federations and specific audit on the 
same issues in the event of a negative follow-up – (Art. 3 and Annex 4, Agreement 
between IPS and Local Federations; Art. 9, Statute)
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Opportunities and challenges for financial 
stability and customers’ protection 
■ The provisions set out in the reform of the DGS Directive have an implicit structure of 

incentives. 

■ Preference is given to collection of ex-ante funds rather than focusing on prevention 
purposes.

■ It is not clear whether IPSs that have proved to be effective and sustainable both for 
banks and customers  are incentivized or not. 

■ The incentives to IPS would be more evident if the proposed financing mechanism 
would duly take into account the potential for a “two-layer” (DGS + IPS) financial 
safety net of banks by granting a greater discount on the DGS side. 

■ The above-mentioned discount should be based on:
■ the actual characteristics of the monitoring system of the IPS;
■ the enforcement powers of the IPS, concerning corporate governance aspects;
■ the historical know-how accumulated on prevention, recovery and resolution 

functions without using public funds. 
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Thank You for Your Attention
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